Abstract-Recent scalable multicast streaming protocols for on-demand delivery of media content offer the promise of greatly reduced server and network bandwidth. However, a key unresolved issue is how to design scalable content distribution systems that place replica servers closer to various client populations and route client requests and response streams so as to minimize the total server and network delivery cost. This issue is significantly more complex than the design of distribution systems for traditional Web files or unicast on-demand streaming, for two reasons. First, closest server and shortest path routing does not minimize network bandwidth usage; instead, the optimal routing of client requests and server multicasts is complex and interdependent. Second, the server bandwidth usage increases with the number of replicas. Nevertheless, this paper shows that the complex replica placement and routing optimization problem, in its essential form, can be expressed fairly simply, and can be solved for example client populations and realistic network topologies. The solutions show that the optimal scalable system can differ significantly from the optimal system for conventional delivery. Furthermore, simple canonical networks are analyzed to develop insights into effective heuristics for near-optimal placement and routing. The proposed new heuristics can be used for designing large and heterogeneous systems that are of practical interest. For a number of example networks, the best heuristics produce systems with total delivery cost that is within 16% of optimality.
minimize total delivery cost, which in general includes both total network and total server delivery cost. Once the replicas are placed for minimum delivery cost, packet-loss recovery can be provided by using techniques such as those described in [4] or [18] , while client latency can be minimized by storing a small prefix closer to the clients.
For conventional unicast delivery of streaming media, total server bandwidth usage (summed over all the servers) is independent of the number and placement of the replicas, and shortest path routing minimizes network bandwidth usage. Despite these simplifying features, optimal replica placement is NP-complete for general network topologies [15] . However, previous work has shown that a greedy algorithm that places one replica at a time, minimizing the total network cost at each step, produces near-optimal solutions efficiently [16] , [17] , [19] , [20] .
For scalable streaming protocols, the design of optimal content delivery systems is more complex. As in conventional systems, network delivery cost is proportional to total network bandwidth, and server cost is proportional to total concurrent server bandwidth, since increased server resources (cpus, disks, and network interface speeds) are needed to sustain higher bandwidths. However, the multicast trees that minimize total network bandwidth involve a complex tradeoff between minimizing distance and maximizing the number of clients that share the path segments. Thus, closest server and shortest path routing are not always optimal. Instead, computing the cost of a given placement of replicas requires us to find the set of multicast trees from the replicas to the clients that minimizes total network bandwidth, which greatly complicates the optimal placement problem. Moreover, server bandwidth usage is inversely proportional to the number of clients that are served per multicast, and increasing the number of replicas decreases the average number of clients served per multicast. Thus, as the number of replicas increase, total network bandwidth decreases but total server bandwidth increases. Determining the optimal number of replicas requires an assessment that includes the relative cost of server bandwidth and network bandwidth.
Optimal placement and routing for scalable streaming systems have been addressed only partially in previous work. A restricted form of the placement problem, in which the number of replicas is either one or a fixed number , and the relative cost of a multicast stream from any one of the servers compared to the cost of a stream from the single server is given as a single fixed input parameter, is studied in [2] , [9] , [22] , and [23] . Other previous work has proposed heuristics for routing of a single live multicast stream [11] or for routing on-demand 1520-9210/04$20.00 © 2004 IEEE content from a single server [25] . To our knowledge, routing stored content from multiple servers that employ a scalable protocol (e.g., [6] , [10] , [13] , [14] ) which requires bandwidth that scales sublinearly in the client load has not been addressed.
For a media object that is delivered on-demand to a given set of client sites, using one of several types of scalable delivery protocols, this paper develops both exact and approximate methods for determining the number and placement of replicas, as well as the routing of requests and multicast streams, so as to minimize the total delivery cost. The key contributions of this work are the following.
• A simple specification of the exact minimum cost replica placement and routing problem for an object, given the number of replicas and the set of client site request rates to the object. The optimal number of replicas is the number for which minimum total cost is achieved.
• Solutions for candidate client sites and measured Internet topologies which show that, in practice, using placement and routing that are optimized for unicast delivery can be substantially suboptimal for scalable system. • New efficient approximate algorithms that are based on insights from the analysis of simple canonical topologies.
In particular, an upper bound is derived for the cost increase of using shortest path routing for scalable delivery. The best approximate algorithms both require significantly less execution time than the exact algorithm and produce solutions with total cost within 16% of the exact minimum cost solution, for all tested configurations. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II provides an overview of the design of scalable streaming distribution systems. Section III develops an exact method for determining the minimum cost placement and routing for scalable streaming. Section IV develops insights into efficient placement and routing strategies drawn from the analysis of simple canonical topologies, and Section V defines and evaluates a number of heuristics derived from these insights. Section VI summarizes the paper.
II. OVERVIEW OF SCALABLE CONTENT DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM DESIGN
The design of a scalable media content distribution system requires as inputs the client site locations, the set of possible access points for replica placement, the network topology that interconnects client sites and replica access points and, for each client site, the request rate for the object to be delivered.
A "client site" is a group of clients that are connected to a given access point. The client site request rates for an object may vary with time. As in conventional delivery system design, the goals are to configure the system efficiently for a given object with a given request rate from each client site, and to reconfigure the system periodically, whenever the request rates for the object change significantly.
Section II-A describes the network topologies that are used in developing and evaluating the methods we propose for design of delivery systems. Section II-B provides an overview of the key assumptions in the new system design methods. 
A. Network Topologies
As in previous work that addresses optimal placement and routing for unicast delivery of web content [19] , [20] , we model the Internet as a graph where each node represents either a router or an autonomous system (AS), and a link represents a hop. (To improve readability in some figures, we have drawn a link that represents a sequence of hops, with a label to indicate the associated hop count.)
We consider Internet topologies for sets of up to 24 client sites selected from the list in Table I . These sites are widely distributed in four continents, allowing us to experiment with realistic wide-area Internet topologies. The insights and conclusions obtained for these systems should be applicable to systems with larger numbers of client sites dispersed over the same geographical area, since each represented client site might approximately model a total client load that is distributed among nodes close to the site.
We consider both router-and AS-level topologies because charging schemes for multicast media streams are still in flux and because the methods for computing optimal placement and routing are the same for both types of topology. For simplicity in presenting the new design methods, the topologies considered are unweighted graphs, but weights could easily be added to represent bandwidth capacity or unequal unit bandwidth cost for different network links.
The router topology for a given set of client sites is created by running 1000 traceroute commands 1 from each client site to every other client site, over an extended period of time (e.g., four weeks). To illustrate the results, Fig. 1(a) shows the router topology for four client sites. To simplify the diagram, each client site is connected to the first router in the traceroute paths that does not have the same domain name as the client site. This simplification can also be made in the topology for the cost model if the cost of delivery within the client site domain is neg-ligible compared to the cost to deliver to the domain. Also, each sequence of routers that does not intersect with any other sequence of routers is shown and could be specified as a single link labeled with the number of hops in the sequence. All path intersections are shown in the figure and should be specified for the optimal system design.
The AS topology for a given set of client sites is created from the router topology by mapping each router IP address to the corresponding AS, for example, using the information collected by both Route Views 2 and RIPE 3 . This approach, also used in [16] , provides a topology for system design that is based on the paths most frequently used, rather than the contractual relationships among the ASes [7] . Fig. 1(b) depicts the AS topology created for the four sites in Fig. 1(a) . Note that a more diverse set of client sites from Table I will have significantly more complex router and AS topologies than the client sites shown in Fig. 1 .
B. System Assumptions
A number of assumptions are made for designing distribution systems efficiently while retaining the essential features of the system inputs. In particular are the following.
1) Placement and routing for each replica are optimized for a set of client sites, each with a given object request rate, where a site is a group of clients in an AS or in the same domain for router topologies. 2) The delivery tree for each server is assumed to have a fixed topology for all client requests. 3) The total system cost includes network and server costs, which in turn are proportional to the total network and server bandwidth, respectively. Total network bandwidth is a (possibly weighted) sum of the bandwidth required for each hop in the delivery paths; a hop is an AS or a link between two routers, depending on the topology used. 4) Client requests for the object are Poisson, as has been observed for media server workloads [3] , [24] . 5) Each replica is of the full object, based on previous results that show that full file caching outperforms prefix caching in scalable streaming configurations unless the request rate to each proxy server is very low or the delivery from the proxy server is zero cost [2] . For simplicity in the model presentation and in developing the design heuristics, we also assume that each client receives the entire object. The proposed delivery cost models used in the exact and heuristic solutions can be extended for the case in which only partial objects are delivered in response to interactive client requests, using the results in [21] .
The request rate for a client site , denoted by , is expressed in units of the average number of requests that arrive per time , where is the time it takes to stream the entire object to a client. Thus, is equal to the average number of clients who are simultaneously receiving/viewing the object, which is also the average number of concurrent server streams required for unicast delivery of the object.
Server bandwidth is expressed as the average number of concurrent streams delivered by the server, which is sublinear in the 2 [Online] Available: http://www.routeviews.org/ 3 [Online] Available: http://www.ripe.net/ request rate for the scalable protocols. Per-hop network bandwidth is also expressed in these units. For total request rate served by a server or a network link, the average number of concurrent streams for hierarchical merging is approximately [10] , or for patching [12] , or a constant (e.g., ) determined by the client startup latency for a periodic broadcast protocol.
In Sections III-V, we develop methods to compute the optimal and near-optimal delivery configuration for each media object independently, subject to the constraint of the specified possible replica access points. Extensions to constrain different objects to be placed at the same replica access points are beyond the scope of this paper.
III. OPTIMAL SERVER PLACEMENT AND ROUTING

A. Motivating Examples
Figs. 2 and 3 illustrate the router-level topology for client sites located close to the Internet 2 backbone. 4 The client sites, indicated by circles, are darkly shaded at replica server locations. The optimal routing is shown as solid directed arcs and unused network links are shown as dotted lines. Fig. 2 (a) and (b) shows the optimal routing from a server at a client site in the upper left to six other client sites that have uniform client request rates, assuming conventional (unicast) streaming in Fig. 2 (a) and scalable streaming in Fig. 2(b) . Note that the optimal routing for scalable streaming does not use the shortest path to the client site on the far right. If the request rate at each client site is 1000 and the server uses the hierarchical merging scalable delivery protocol, the routing in Fig. 2 (a) requires 26% more network bandwidth than the optimal routing in Fig. 2 (b) when network bandwidth is measured per-hop and each hop has equal weight. Fig. 3 shows the optimal placement as well as routing for two replicas and six client sites, assuming that the client site marked with " " has a request rate of 500 and all other client sites have a request rate of 1000. The optimal unicast solution for scalable delivery is again 26% more expensive than the optimal solution in Fig. 3(b) .
As noted in Section I, previous work has not addressed how to compute the optimal configurations for content delivery systems that use scalable delivery protocols. Fig. 4 provides the basic model that computes, for a fixed number of replicas, the placement and routing that minimizes total delivery cost. Table II defines the eight inputs and four outputs of this model. The optimal placements are given by the set of server nodes, , and the optimal routing is given by the link loads, , for all in the arc set . Total delivery cost is defined as a linear combination of total network bandwidth and total server bandwidth, where is the cost of a unit of server bandwidth relative to the cost of a unit of network bandwidth. The constraints guarantee that: 1) the number of replica servers is equal to a given value ; 2) replicas are placed at replica access points; and 3) total flow into any node that is not chosen as a replica server equals total flow out of the node plus the flow to clients at that node. Note that constraints that reflect the maximum capacity of each network link or server can easily be added to the model.
B. Optimization Model
The model can be applied for systems that employ the hierarchical merging delivery protocol, the patching protocol, a periodic broadcast protocol, scheduled multicasts, or unicast streaming, by using the respective bandwidth formulas provided in the figure. Note that the total average server bandwidth for unicast delivery is simply the sum of the average number of concurrent client requests from each client site, independent of the number of replicas. Also note that the square root bandwidth functions for patching assume the servers use an optimal threshold that is based on an accurate estimate of the current client arrival rate, although the arrivals may be bursty and the rate may change over time. Finally, for periodic broadcast systems, the fixed number of streams in the broadcast must be specified.
The model in Fig. 4 would be a relatively straightforward extension of previous models [16] , [17] , [19] for optimal placement in conventional unicast systems, except that: 1) the model solves for optimal routing jointly with optimal placement and 2) the network and server bandwidth formulas for scalable delivery protocols such as patching and hierarchical merging introduce nonlinear, nonconvex functions into the model. For the resulting nonlinear integer programs, practical optimization software often fails to find a true (global) optimum. We solve this problem by reformulating these scalable protocol models as linear integer programs, thereby enabling the use of mixed-integer-programming codes that are guaranteed to converge to the optimal solution. We then improve the performance of these algorithms by introducing additional constraints into the formulation that reflect knowledge of the nature of the problem and its solution, thereby reducing the search space and allowing more complex design problems to be solved.
We propose an exact technique and a more efficient approximate technique to model the nonlinear functions by means of linear functions. In the exact technique, we create a table with two entries for each possible value of (i.e., each possible partial sum of client site request rates that might be served over any arc or by any server). The two entries are the possible load and the bandwidth for that load (e.g., , for the hierarchical merging protocol). In the second technique, we create a table that specifies a piecewise linear approximation for the logarithmic or square-root function. In both techniques, binary variables indicate whether arc has load specified in table entry . Only one of the variables is allowed to be 1 for each pair . The complexity of the optimization problem depends strongly on the number of binary variables. In the case of the piecewise linear approximation, the nature of the logarithmic function is that a good approximation can be obtained with relatively few "pieces". If an accurate solution is desired, we can first solve a model with a few (e.g., three) pieces in the piecewise-linear approximation, and use the solution of this model as a "warm start" for a more accurate model with, e.g., four or five pieces.
Additional constraints that reduce the size of the search space include the following.
• For each client node , there is exactly one arc with nonzero .
• Each server is the root of a delivery tree and therefore has no inflow. That is, for all and all .
• A node that is neither a client nor a server has at most one parent in the delivery tree; that is, for each with , , we have for at most one arc . Furthermore, such nodes may have out-flowing loads only if they have a nonzero load along one inflowing arc. These additional constraints reduce the solution time significantly, allowing the model to be applied to networks with on the order of a dozen widely dispersed client sites with heterogeneous loads interconnected by on the order of 100 additional nodes that represent router-level path intersections, and a replica access point at every node. Larger problems are also tractable if the heuristic solution developed in Section V is used as the starting point in the optimal solution.
C. Results for Example Client Sites
In this section, the optimization models are applied to realistic Internet topologies for example client sites, created as described in Section II. Our goals are to evaluate solution feasibility and to compare the cost of the optimal scalable system to the cost of scalable streaming in a system where placement and routing is optimized for conventional unicast delivery (also computed from the model). The results also illustrate how the optimal number of replicas is determined.
For the results reported in the remainder of the paper, the possible replica server access points include all client nodes and each router or AS that is the intersection of at least two network paths. We show results only for the simple and highly efficient hierarchical stream merging protocol [10] . Results obtained for other sets of replica server access points and other scalable protocols were similar.
For a commercial system design problem, it should be possible to estimate the relative cost of server and network unit bandwidth, . Since we are solving hypothetical design problems that do not have realistic server and network bandwidth costs, we set , in which case we obtain the solution that minimizes total network bandwidth. Solutions for positive values of can be computed at similar computational cost. We plot both the total server bandwidth and the total network bandwidth for the optimal solution, as a function of the number of replicas, and comment on how the results would differ for and for other scalable protocols. The model is implemented and solved to true optimality using the GAMS system [8] .
We have applied the model both for AS and for router topologies in which the client sites have different degrees of dispersion (e.g., all client sites in one continent, and client sites in four continents). For each set of client sites, we varied the client-site load distribution from the homogeneous case (all client loads identical) to the case in which 25%-50% of the client sites (depending on the complexity of the topology) have 0.1-0.01 times the demand of the other sites. We experiment with client loads of 10, 100, and 1000. Fig. 5 shows representative results for two sets of client sites with different degrees of dispersion. Note that for either the conventional placement and routing or the optimal scalable placement and routing, the total network bandwidth (solid curves) decreases with the number of replicas, but the total server bandwidth (dotted curves) increases as a function of the number of replicas. For values of , the curves for the conventional solution and the endpoints of the optimal scalable solution are the same, but the network bandwidth for the optimal scalable system might initially decrease somewhat less rapidly as each new replica is added, since greater emphasis would be placed on minimizing server bandwidth. Thus, for , the difference between the conventional and optimal scalable content distribution designs may be somewhat greater for server bandwidth and somewhat less for network bandwidth than is the case for . The optimal value for the number of replicas is the value that minimizes the weighted sum of the network and server bandwidth costs. Thus, for , the optimal number of replicas typically will be smaller than the number of client sites. Similar results are obtained for other scalable streaming protocols because for each such protocol (unlike unicast delivery): 1) total server bandwidth increases as the number of replicas increases and 2) optimal placement and routing differ from the conventional placement and routing since shared servers and path segments reduce bandwidth costs.
For the example topologies, the additional cost of using a conventional unicast optimal placement and routing solution for a system with a scalable delivery protocol can be quite significant, for both homogeneous and heterogeneous client loads. We observed increases in total network bandwidth and total server bandwidth as high as 50%-150% and 30%, respectively, for between 1 and the number of client sites. As discussed below, the increases are due mainly to different placement decisions in the optimal scalable solution. Fig. 6 (a) and (b) shows the optimal placement and routing configuration for the conventional unicast and the hierarchical merging scalable delivery protocol, respectively, for five replicas in the topology that has the results plotted in Fig. 5(b) . The optimal solution for conventional delivery protocols [ Fig. 6(a) ] consists of placing all replicas at high demand client sites, which results in delivery trees with long paths to the client sites that have low demand. The optimal solution for the scalable delivery protocol [ Fig. 6(b) ] has servers placed at client sites that are farther away (in the U.K., Canada, India), even though they have lower demand. In this case, some of the high-demand sites are served by somewhat longer but mostly shared paths, since the incremental bandwidth cost over these shared paths is lower than the incremental cost of using long paths to the low-demand sites.
If the solution in Fig. 6(a) is used for the scalable delivery protocol system, the total network bandwidth is 66% higher than for the optimal configuration of Fig. 6(b) . We note that packet-loss considerations may also favor the overall shorter paths in the optimal scalable solution. Bandwidth formulas for scalable protocols that are optimized for packet-loss protection are very similar to the formulas used to obtain the results in this paper [18] . Somewhat greater protection may be required for longer paths, although the incremental bandwidth cost for this added protection is likely to be small. Detailed consideration of the impact of replica placement, path length, and path segment bandwidth on packet-loss recovery cost is beyond the scope of this paper.
Key conclusions from the experiments are 1) the optimal solutions for unicast delivery may be significantly suboptimal for scalable delivery; 2) efficient heuristics are needed to obtain near-optimal scalable systems for large numbers of client sites; 3) the optimal number of replicas involves a tradeoff between total network and total server bandwidth, which is accounted for in the model, to the first order and more precisely than in previous work [2] , [9] , [22] , [23] . 
IV. INSIGHTS FOR REPLICA PLACEMENT AND ROUTING
We have analyzed simple canonical topologies with two or three client sites, one or two additional possible replica placement sites, and variable hop counts between the sites, to compute the relative cost of alternative placement and routing heuristics for scalable delivery. The main results are summarized below. The details of the analysis are in [1] .
Simple placement heuristics, such as placing replicas at the highest demand client site or at the most highly connected node, have been shown to perform well for conventional unicast delivery systems [16] , [19] , [20] . However, we found topologies in which each such heuristic is significantly suboptimal for a scalable delivery system. Furthermore, a heuristic motivated by the result presented in Fig. 6 , which places a replica at the client site that would otherwise have the longest delivery path, also performs poorly for some topologies. These observations imply that a good placement heuristic for scalable systems must consider both the distances and the demands of the client sites.
Regarding routing heuristics for scalable delivery, we note that, for protocols such as hierarchical merging or patching, the per-hop network bandwidth is sublinear in the request rate of the clients served by the hop. Thus, for these protocols, the optimal routing involves a tradeoff between minimizing the distance from a replica to each client and maximizing path sharing among the clients. Furthermore, the tree with fewest links from the replica to the clients provides the maximum sharing, although some of the clients may be served through very long paths. On the other hand, the tree of shortest (weighted) paths provides the minimum distance to each client but may have low sharing. For periodic broadcasts and scheduled multicasts, is optimal, while is optimal for unicast delivery. Each of these trees represents one extreme in the tradeoff for the scalable protocols that have network bandwidth sublinear in the client request rate. For these sublinear protocols, we have derived the maximum cost increase (compared to optimal) of using each of and for scalable delivery in a simple topology with one replica site, two separate client sites, and variable hop counts in the shared and nonshared path segments in each delivery tree [1] . The main results are as follows.
• The maximum cost increase associated with is a high factor, limited only by the maximum path length in the Internet. Thus, routing based solely on maximizing sharing is not reliable for scalable systems that use protocols such as hierarchical merging or patching.
• The cost increase of using is bounded by , where is the shortest distance between the clients divided by the sum of the lengths of the unshared segments in the tree of shortest paths. The upper bound can be much lower than 100% depending on the value of . Generalizing this bound to client sites yields a maximum cost increase of in . This bound is achieved if each client has a separate shortest path to the server of length , and the distance between each pair of clients is negligible relative to . For Internet topologies, the increase will typically be much lower.
• The cost increase associated with shortest path routing can be more significant (i.e., up to 100% for two client sites) than previously observed [25] . Thus, it may be worthwhile to use more sophisticated heuristics, such as connecting clients to the trees one at a time, based on the minimum incremental cost [25] .
V. DESIGNING NEAR-OPTIMAL DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS
This section develops and evaluates a set of heuristic placement and routing algorithms using the insights in Section IV. These heuristics require significantly less execution time than solving the exact model and thus can be applied to designing large and heterogeneous near-optimal scalable systems.
We propose two heuristics for placing the replicas in the network, and three routing heuristics. The placement heuristics are "greedy"; they place one replica at a time, keeping the previous placement fixed at each step. The routing heuristics are applied for all client sites after each new replica is tentatively placed. After the routing is computed, the new replica is permanently placed, as described in Section V-A.
Both placement heuristics assume that the trees of shortest paths from each possible replica server access point to all client sites, and from each client site to all other nodes in the network, are pre-computed. Using Dijkstra's algorithm, this computation has complexity [5] for each of the trees, where , , and are the numbers of nodes, replica access points, client sites, and arcs, respectively, in the network.
Sections V-A and B describe the placement and routing heuristics, respectively, including their cost complexity. The heuristics are evaluated against the optimal design for a number of example Internet topologies in Section V-C.
A. Heuristics for Computing Replica Placement
For tentative placement of the first replica, we select the access point that has the lowest total cost in its tree of shortest paths to all client sites. This heuristic has complexity , can be computed efficiently and has been shown to perform reasonably well for scalable routing from one server [25] .
For tentative placement of the replica in the network, where , we propose two heuristics: min-cost tsp placement and maximum savings placement. The min-cost tsp heuristic selects, among all unused access points for placement, the one that, together with the previously placed replicas, has the lowest delivery cost when each client receives content from the closest replica via the shortest path. This heuristic has complexity and is motivated by the bound on the cost increase of using shortest path routing as compared with optimal routing for scalable delivery, discussed in Section IV. Note that this heuristic, as well as the heuristic for placement of the first replica, specifies only replica placement and not the routing algorithm that will be used.
The maximum savings heuristic selects, among all unused access points that are in the delivery tree(s) for the replicas, the one such that has maximum bandwidth savings for severing it (and all its descendents) from its tree, and delivering to those descendents from a new replica at the severed access point, using the delivery paths computed for the replicas. If the delivery trees contain no unused access points, the min-cost tsp placement heuristic is used. This algorithm has complexity . An improvement is added to each placement heuristic, after computing the routing using one of the heuristics discussed below, by moving the newly placed replica from the root to one of the internal nodes of its tree, if such a move is feasible and results in lower total cost. This is determined by using the reverse links in the path from the root to the internal node. It can be shown this algorithm has complexity . Note that the overall complexity of either placement heuristic is the complexity of pre-computing the shortest path trees.
B. Heuristics for Computing Delivery Trees
Heuristics for building delivery trees for a scheduled multicast or a periodic broadcast protocol (which have constant required bandwidth) were proposed in [11] . The heuristics derived here are for scalable protocols that have a required bandwidth that is sublinear (but not constant) in the client load, such as hierarchical merging or patching.
For each placement heuristic, we investigate three possible routing heuristics: shortest path, min-inc-cost, and ordered mincost. Shortest path routing from the closest server is motivated in the same way as its use in replica placement.
The min-inc-cost heuristic, investigated in [25] for one replica, is generalized here for multiple replicas. This heuristic builds the delivery tree(s) for the replica(s) by adding one client node at a time, selecting at each step the client that can be connected to any of the already partially built trees with the minimum incremental bandwidth cost. It can be shown that the complexity of this heuristic is . The ordered min-cost heuristic adds client nodes in order of decreasing load and, in case of tie, in order of increasing distance to the client's closest replica. As in the min-inc-cost heuristic, each client is connected to the tree by the path that has minimum incremental bandwidth cost. By adding clients in a pre-defined order, the complexity of the heuristic is reduced to . Note that this and the shortest path routing have lower complexity than the placement heuristics.
C. Performance of the Heuristics
We consider the six heuristic algorithms created by pairing one placement heuristic with one routing heuristic. This section evaluates the performance of each algorithm using AS and router topologies for six different sets of client sites with varying client heterogeneity and dispersion-the same data sets as in Section III-D. We use the hierarchical merging protocol as the basis for evaluation. We expect similar results for patching, since the same factors influence optimal design for both protocols. Experiments with near-optimal placement for periodic broadcast are left for future work.
We found that the difference among the heuristics is larger for networks with greater client dispersion. Three representative results for the total network bandwidth cost obtained with the heuristic solutions and the exact model are shown in Fig. 7 . Similar results were obtained for the total server bandwidth. For comparison purposes, we also show the bandwidth cost if the optimal solution for conventional unicast delivery is used for scalable delivery.
The key observations from the results are as follows.
• All heuristics perform very well for all homogeneous and heterogeneous client loads, router topologies, and AS topologies examined.
• For all configurations examined, the heuristics that use min-cost tsp placement performed as well or better than the maximum savings placement heuristics [e.g., Fig. 7(c) ] and, whenever possible, produced results that are significantly better than the conventional system design. In many cases, the min-cost tsp heuristics produced the optimal designs; in all other cases they produced systems that have cost no more than 16% higher than optimal.
• For all configurations analyzed using min-cost tsp placement, shortest path routing performed as well as ordered min-cost routing, and each of these heuristics performs as well as the more complex min-inc-cost routing heuristic. However, with maximum savings placement, we observed cases where shortest path routing produced designs with higher cost than the other two routing heuristics (e.g., Fig. 7(b) , to 6).
• The maximum observed cost increase for shortest path routing with maximum saving placement was 28%. This is a higher discrepancy than previously observed [25] , but is lower than the 100% upper bound. We conclude that the min-cost tsp placement combined with either ordered min-cost or shortest path routing are the most promising heuristics, based on observed performance and solution efficiency. The choice between these two algorithms depends on the tradeoff between the possible implementation advantages of shortest path routing (such as load insensitivity) and the potential for shortest path routing to be suboptimal. These heuristics, which produced systems with total cost within 16% of optimality for all configurations tested, are valuable tools for designing larger and more complex scalable systems with near-optimal delivery cost.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper has addressed the problem of replica placement, client request routing, and multicast stream routing in media content distribution systems employing scalable streaming protocols. Although the design of such systems is significantly more complex than the design of conventional unicast delivery systems, we formulated fairly simple optimization models for a variety of scalable protocols including hierarchical merging, patching, periodic broadcasts, and scheduled broadcasts. With the aid of additional constraints that must hold in the scalable delivery system solution, we showed that a variety of realistic scenarios can be solved exactly using available optimization software. We also showed that using the optimal conventional unicast content distribution system for scalable delivery results in network costs that can be as much as 50%-150% higher than optimal. Finally, we developed six possible heuristics that find near-optimal solutions at much lower computational cost than the exact algorithm, but which yield results of comparable quality. The best near-optimal algorithms use a greedy min-cost tsp placement heuristic, and either shortest path routing or a greedy ordered min-cost heuristic for routing client requests and multicast streams. These algorithms have a total solution complexity equal to the complexity of applying Dijkstra's shortest path algorithm to each client site and each possible server access node in the network. Furthermore, the solutions were within 16% of optimal for all scenarios evaluated.
Future work includes evaluating the performance of our heuristic solutions on larger and more diverse system design scenarios (including periodic broadcast protocols), extending the formal model to specify delivery costs for interactive client requests, investigating the impact of interactive client loads on the optimal and near-optimal content delivery systems, and investigating the problem of optimal joint placement and routing for multiple objects.
